Poll Shows Gays Win Most by Citywide Election

VOTE NOVEMBER 4TH
ENDORSEMENTS

President: JOHN B. ANDERSON
U.S. Senate: PAUL GANN
U.S. House of Representatives: 5th District: JOHN BURTON 6th District: PHIL BURTON
State Senate: 5th District: MILTON MARKS
State Assembly: 16th District: ART AGNOS 17th District: TOM CRAZY 18th District: Do Not Vote!
San Francisco Board of Supervisors:
TERESA HALLINAN LEE DOLSON DAVID SCOTT HARRY BRITT PAUL BONEBERG JOHN BARDIS WENDY NELDER QUENTIN KOPP ELLA HILL HUTCH STAN SMITH ED LAWSON
Community College Board:
SAL ROSELLI TIM WOLFRED CHUCK AYALA BILL VALENTINE
Board of Education:
EUGENE HOPP BEN TOM TONY UBALE TOM AMMiano
BART Board of Directors:
WILFRED USSERY
Municipal Court Judge:
PHIL MOSCONE
City Proposions:
YES on C, D, E, H, K, NO on A, N.
State Proposions:
YES on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11.
NO on 6, 10.

John Burton was there!

JOHN BURTON APPEARS BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON THE NATIONAL GAY RIGHTS LAW!!

BUT WHERE WAS "BIG Me?" EATING LUNCH AT A BIG BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEON DEBATE, OF COURSE!

John Burton was there! John Burton always been there. He was there, in Sacramento helping to pass the first gay sex decriminalization bill back in the early '70s, and he was there when gays marched from San Francisco to Sacramento in 1971 marching with us. He was in Washington speaking to gays at the first ever gay national rights rally in the nation's capital. John Burton helped to bring about the first ever gay pride parade in 1972 when some city officials were balkin but he, John Burton interceded on our behalf.

John Burton has always been there when gays have needed him, and he is hoping that gays will be at the ballot box voting for him on November 4th when he needs us most. Gays owe John Burton alot, and voting for him on November 4th is one way of saying "Thank you John, for being there when we needed you!" Oh yes, his right-wing Republican foe did not testify, he was eating lunch. rb
RIGHT WING FOE seeks to oust BURTON

"BIG MAC IS A JUNK POLITICIAN!" "BIG MAC USES 'MORAL MAJORITY' MONEY TO TRY TO DUST THE BEST FRIEND GAYS HAVE EVER HAD IN POLITICS, JOHN BURTON!"

The slightly chubby attorney from Navato, home of the San Francisco Police Department officers and their families, who is seeking the help of radical right wing and oil interests money to defeat John Burton this fall, told John Fogerty, the SF Chronicle and others in this newspaper correspondent that "Special interests are great. God bless special interests. They are the ones that really participate in our government!"

The "special interests" that "Fat Mac" is referring to was the Texas and San Francisco oil interests who gave him $7,500 to help defeat the pro-gay John Burton. Burton had opposed the efforts of the oil companies to do oil exploration in the Point Reyes National Seashore, thus saving the environment for the people. Burton's successful battle has earned him the underlying support of those in the oil industry.

The extreme right-wing ultra-conservative Committee for the Survival of the Western Civilizations (the "Fat Mac") has spent $2,000 from the lumber industry. McQuillan has virtually "bought" the oil papers with his lavish spending for ads in them.

"The Big McQuillan!"

CHIEF MURPHY VOWS TO CLOSE UP PORN SHOPS & GLORYHOLES

TALK SHOW BROADCAST REVEALS CHIEF FOR SUPERVISORS: "IT TOOK 10 YEARS TO CLOSE UP THE PORN SHOPS & GLORYHOLES IN THE CENTRAL CITY (TENDERLOIN!)

The SF Chief has a tape of the KGO Radio broadcast of October 14 Ron Owens Show during which the Chief of Police, Ron Murphy said of the plans to close all the porn shops and gloryholes in the Tenderloin area. ANTIPORN TASK FORCE FORMED: Already in the forming stages is a Task Force of the San Francisco Police Department, the District Attorney's Office, and other City Agencies, which will map out strategy to close down the growing number of gloryhole shops in the Central City area as well as all the gloryholes in the Tenderloin area.

COPS FOR CHRIST: Murphy was asked by a ferocious right-wing supporter if he was going to "close down porn shops and gloryholes in the Tenderloin for Dianne Feinstein's sake." Murphy was non-committal. The Right-Wing FOE for Dianne Feinstein's sake.

But in the end, Murphy replied that he had met with the Cops For Christ (Fat Mac) at the police station, and they had expressed their concern about the morals of San Francisco, they talked about all kinds of business, and Murphy talked about everything in general.

They are a close group of people who are concerned with the morality of San Francisco. What kind of people do they feel are the people who are going to vote for them? Murphy has told them that he doesn't think of all of them as ideal people, but he will try to work with them, and raise a family in the Tenderloin. And we're going to try to make it better, I get a lot of feedback for this, but we've got a lot of porn shops and gloryholes in the Tenderloin. We're trying to close them down. We've got a lot of sheep people that are nothing but boilers and Gloryholes. We're going to try to clear the streets. We're going to try to clean up the streets.
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November 4th, you are urged to vote for a new Supervisor of San Francisco. As a new voice which will represent our community. That man is Paul Boneberg.

Paul Boneberg has been endorsed by:
Gay Voters League of Northern California
Barbary Coast Democratic Club
San Francisco Crusader
Central City Neighbors Association
and a host of individuals dedicated to bringing about better and more representative government in San Francisco. Make your vote count by voting Yes on Paul Boneberg, and by voting No on Prop. N!

TODAY
ELECT HALLINAN SUPERVISOR

December 5th, you are urged to vote for a new Supervisor of San Francisco. As a new voice which will represent our community. That man is Terence Hallinan.

Terence Hallinan has been endorsed by:
Gay Voters League of Northern California
Barbary Coast Democratic Club
San Francisco Crusader
Central City Neighbors Association
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New Protection for Renters...more is needed!

621-RENT is the phone number of the Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Board. This body, appointed by anti-rent control, Mayor or Diane Feinstein, announced that tenants in San Francisco can ask the board to order a new rent. But, there are some rules which slow down the actions of the landlord in this area. For it has been determined that the landlord must measure the property costs for six months before passing them on to tenants and must notify tenants of any increases or decreases in their (landlord's) utility bills.

The Helping Hands Services has been receiving reports that some apartment building managers and owners have been going into tenants apartments, (without landlord permission) to determine if the eviction is based on legal grounds. For it has been determined that the landlord has the right to exercise them...is what the landlord has called the "routine inspections."

If you or others also, give us a call, and we will evaluate your call and have a worker give you a call or set up an appointment for you.

The Central City Hotel Fire Tenderloin: The Hurley Hotel, home of numerous saloon keepers, on Loppersmarkt at Turk, was burned in a two-alarm blaze on Saturday, October 25. Senior activist Jean Mellor lives in the building. Less Rosa has been burned out and help for her is needed. Call us at 885-1001 if you can help any of the seniors who were burned out.

It's time for another Gay Supervisor

David Scott
Supervisor

Supervisor

Rev. Ray Broshears

'...publisher

"Who is the one

..."Speaking Up

Is John Kyper and his ilk believe that we all have to agree they way says and everything is fine! Bullshit! Look at hishta? No where! They are in the boonies! That's great John Kyper and his odd political philosophy as the police trample under gay rights daily, IF we help to destroy!

speculators, many of them gay, are the fault of this, are to believe Kyper's "bible" the GCN.
cious Boston as it is here (and it is NOT good here

Tell us Massa K}rper, how many blacks are working

Gentrification, racism is a reality. Thé real estate
or beatings as some would have you believe.

What's that? I can't quite hear you Johnny boy!

not make you anything special, for sure. And if it

No John Kyper, you are wrong! San Francisco's
gay community is divided on many issues just as
appear to someone from Boston like you, very
the individual minds that God gave us, we shall
continue to have political, social, differences and
divided. But you aren't one of us kid! rb

Ireal San Franciscan...

[his heart and soul is
[THOSE BAD THINGS
[IS HE WRITING ALL
[KYPER? AND WHY
still in Boston. And
as a writer is a better
[better education. But
As to the many ot­
appear to someone from Boston like you, very
the individual minds that God gave us, we shall
continue to have political, social, differences and
divided. But you aren't one of us kid! rb
London... - continued from page 7

London Theatre
A Report by Douglas Dean

Douglas Dean has just returned from two weeks in London. Following is a report on what’s happening in the most exciting theatre city in the world.

The hottest theatre ticket in London right now is to the play that Howard Brenton’s “The Romans In Britain,” which includes comedic nudity, sexual assault, male, and homosexual rape. The Greater London Council gave the National Theatre $18 million to produce, but when the National Theatre received only $7 million, it was forced to cut costs. The play, which has the label of a play that is more than a story, has been heavily criticized by the London press, including The Times, who has called it a new play that is “more than just an incident.” In fact, the Times has reported that the National Theatre has been forced to cancel the play at the last minute.

Meanwhile, at the Old Vic, Peter O’Toole’s “Boxing Day” is a huge hit. The play, which is about the life of a boxer, has been called the best play in the world. It is now in its 10th year, and it has never been more successful.

The other big hit in London is “Sugar And Spice” by Nigel Williams starring Cleo Laine and Daniel Day-Lewis. The play, which is about a group of children in a nursery school, has been called the best play of the year.

Several American musicals, including “Ain’t Too Proud” and “The Book of Mormon,” continue to please the audiences. “Ain’t Too Proud” is a musical about the life of Motown, and “The Book of Mormon” is about the life of a Mormon family.

Tip: “The Dresser” starring Kevin Kline and John Lithgow is a must-see play. The play, which is about a stage manager and an actor, has been called the best play of the year.
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COMES TO...

MAN'S COUNTRY

You'll never want to leave

— plus —

HOT CO-FEATURE

LIVE PERFORMANCES DAILY!

Screening Room Theatre

220 JONES STREET • 673-3384
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. • LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT!

3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!

You'll never want to leave

— plus —

HALLOWEEN EVENTS in SF

Thursday October 30th:

"S'MAN'S HALLOWEEN PARTY"
Cash Prizes + Costumes
220 JONES STREET • 673-3384

Halloween Events in SF

Friday, October 31st:

"TIMES SQUARE HALLOWEEN PARTY"
Cash Prizes + Costumes
THE ARENA, 309-315 9th Street

"GAYLA HALLOWEEN PARTY"
3000 Cash Prizes + Costumes
THE MUSIC HALL, 831 Larkin Street

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. • LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT!

3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!

DEAR JOGGER:

Harry leg,

muscled thighs—

baking, running past

fast looking, running in the sun,

to find the key to Tibetian

kingdoms of knowledge, prized treasure

speeds of light as on a string-one for each year.

Time for thanksgivings to you

pour a warm drink around your neck,

self-focus relaxing

heating your house, heating band

bitter, boiling through the body-blood

in the pure morning light,

the sweat glistening off your

body —

a waterfall of love on the loose

someone to bathe in.

DREAMS IN THE DARK

MY PANDA:

My panda —

hairy man,

Italian stallion — to ride in

the night; how you eat my sugar

cubes of love, caress my things

with your silken furs,

perspiring in emotions, a systematic

letting go - catharsis in the moon

light; riding on —

harder still —

faster; further on, to rest beside a

tranquil pool, gaze at our reflection,

one under the universe;

past tense • present;

presents we bear

massaging your coat;

ruffling your mane,

it tickles my ch^.

riding naked on my

steed, no longer out of n ^ .

PREMIERE PROMENADE

What's needed - and wanted;

to emkfa the soS of Ufe,

in a world where dreams
can stSI come true;

people who haven't dosed ndnds;

allowed the binds; look and

you don't fM  - - -;

bat opened hearts; to love,

touch and the warm pervades,

icebargs can melt;

the toaster doesn't shock;

a fhv bumiiq; in the spirit

gives warmth; a new-patented

Geritol - pad(sged far self-worth

knowledge of a world being set

nxt -

a movie, about to premiere

die crowd gathers;

people embrace - ^

making love hi public.

HALLOWEEN TRICK 'N TREAT!

$75 Cash Prize + Costumes
THE FRISCO, 60 - Sixth Street

HALLOWEEN AT THE A.S.L.!!

The ALAMO SQUARE SALOON
600 Fillmore Street

HALLOWEEN ON THE SILVER STRIP!

ALFIES, 2140 Market Street

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY

With Irene as Miss Piggy Lee

"Dianne Feinstein Look-A-Lot Contest!"

The DeLuxe, Haight at Ashbury

First Rights Only!

The Poetry of

Charles Sears
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Words in the dark

Post

I should have held;

filled glass

with loves, velvet and

water — memories

orange sunshine and

sticky fingers — bubble gum

MAN'S affect to muddy

exquisite in chew on

hair

touch; breasts to lick

hands to hold

I should have

slept

stayed open heart;

nights are made
to love,

touch and the warm pervades,

in the spirit
doing doesn't shock;

a burning in the spirit

gives warmth; a new-patented

Geritol - pad(sged far self-worth

knowledge of a world being set

nxt -

a movie, about to premiere

die crowd gathers;

people embrace - ^

making love hi public.
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If you’re tired of political brochures that tell you what some candidate is going to do for you... take a look at what our neighbors say about JOHN BURTON.

CONGRESSMAN

JOHN L. BURTON

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE for the 5th District of California, was first elected to the 93rd U.S. Congress in a special election on June 4, 1974, and has been re-elected to each consecutive Congress by increasing margins. He currently serves as Chairman of the House Government Operations Subcommittee on Government Activities and Transportation and as Chairman of the Select Aging Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment.

Before his election to Congress, John Burton served as a California State Assemblyman from 1965 to 1974, authoring and engineering the passage of important legislative milestones in social services and urban development. John was raised and educated in San Francisco public schools, received his B.A. from the University of San Francisco Law School in 1960, and served in the U.S. Army from 1964-66.

John Burton has, over the years, established a clean record as a leader of the gay community. As a champion of human rights, civil rights and equal justice for gay people, John has worked for the gay community both in Sacramento and Washington, D.C. In the State Legislature, he served as an outspoken advocate of gay rights and sponsored legislation to recognize that gay adults and gay entering the radioactive waste dumping which is a measure of our success in achieving liberty and justice for all.

While sponsorship of this legislation is critical, it is really some of the other, less visible ways that you have assisted the struggle for justice that we want to thank you for at this time.

Your willingness to assist us by sending letters to the Democratic National Platform Committee in support of including the national gay/lesbian civil rights legislation and of H.R. 6937, which would end the outrageous immigration prohibition against gay people, has, of course, been deeply appreciated. While the struggle on these issues will probably be a long and difficult one, we are confident that we have made substantial progress on these issues.

While sponsorship of this legislation is critical, it is really some of the other, less visible ways that you have assisted the struggle for justice that we want to thank you for at this time.

JOHN L. BURTON

The Honorable John L. Burton
1714 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Burton,

We are writing to express our deep appreciation for your efforts in support of equal justice and civil rights for this nation’s lesbians and gay men during the 96th Congress.

Your co-sponsorship of H.R. 2074, the national gay/lesbian civil rights legislation and of H.R. 6937, which would end the outrageous immigration prohibition against gay people, has, of course, been deeply appreciated. While the struggle on these issues will probably be a long and difficult one, we are confident that we have made substantial progress on them.

While sponsorship of this legislation is critical, it is really some of the other, less visible ways that you have assisted the struggle for justice that we want to thank you for at this time.

Your willingness to assist us by sending letters to the Democratic National Platform Committee in support of including the national gay/lesbian civil rights legislation and of H.R. 6937, which would end the outrageous immigration prohibition against gay people, has, of course, been deeply appreciated. While the struggle on these issues will probably be a long and difficult one, we are confident that we have made substantial progress on them.

Sincerely,

Stephen R. Endean
Executive Director

Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club
Gay Voters League
Tom Ammiano
Al Baum
Robert Benmosche
Superintendent Harry Belt
Beverland Ray Bond
Stafford Butler
Mark Cahoon
Dr. Carter C. Cappon
Honorable Gene Craig
Rob Cramer
Joan Culkin
Deborah D. Daly
Mary Lou Davis
Richard Dragstedt
Karen Dunin
Jack Edwards
Bernard Fader
Ben Garber
Ranger Fazekas
Robert Fields
Joe Fischler
Singer Fischler
Helen Fishbein
David Fishbein
Allan Johnson
John Jones
Dr. David Kessner
Terry King
Darwin M. Koenig
Dorothy Kransky
Bill Krugman
Jo Kaye
Amber Krupke
Larry Lomax
Deborah Manzil
Diane Mantell
Del Martin
David Matingly
Linda McCauley
Mary McCann
Louise Miller
Judy Minnick
Dr. Tom Wadell

Working hard and caring about people is what JOHN BURTON is all about...
FILM REVIEW:
LEE MARLIN "ARRIVES"........this well built ing at the Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush (see ad great credit, but now with his role in the "Boys of Venice" seems to work hard at that are not burned out looking from drugs he does on screen is him...it is what he enjoys when an actor has to "act" at having sex, he is a total washout (you hear that Dean Massey? Delveries."

Guy daSilva is a stallioni 'Nugh said! Will be alot better with a couple more films Derrick Stanton has an interesting role, but he helps to make this film such a thoroughly enjoyable film and he too is well hung.

The color in this film is excellent for the toilet itself!

REAR DELIVERIES
LEE MARLIN "ARRIVES"...this well built and endowed young man stars in the color film, "REAR DELIVERIES" now playing at the Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush (see ad back page...picture above).

Lee has starred in several "twinkie" films to no great credit, but now with his role in the Lee has a lot to offer. The hair, the smirk, and the enjoyable film and he too is well hung. He helps to make this film such a thoroughly enjoyable film and he too is well hung.

The color in this film is excellent for the toilet itself!

The color in this film is excellent for the toilet itself!

LOCKER ROOM
Bookstore
1038 POLK Street

* Open 24 hours
* Homosexual
* Gays
* Leather goods
* Rubber goods
* Feminine goods
* Local Gay papers

The Toby Ross film classics are here, available for the First Time in Video Tape (Beta/Hi8). Also we have all the Gay Bros, films, Kansas City Trucking; The Pogo Wrecking Corp.; and LA Tool & Die. Also Jack Wrencher's Heavy Blue: OPEN 24 HRS., we have the films and tapes you are looking for! Plus we have a large selection of magazines, toys, books!

San Francisco's Most Popular
Cruise • Disco

NOW
Air Conditioned

HOT! ANYTIME

Mon.-Fri.
8pm - 2am

2140 Market
BIRTHDAY PARTY for onze Orlando, the star sexy television host of the show "Amor No Mas" where she is acting how much... the party is set for Wednesday night, November 2nd. From 7:00 pm to 2:00 am, in our own room and to the rest of so many man's wet dreams we wish him a happy one and keep on and bring him more. The birthday birthday of the "Amor No Mas" host will be celebrated with a lively party, and all the people that know her will be there.

If you're looking for the perfect gift for ounce Orlando, here's an idea: "The Best of Orlando" collection. This collection includes all of her best TV shows, movies, and music videos. It's the perfect way to celebrate her birthday and show your love for this amazing woman.

However, the real question is: How many copies of "The Best of Orlando" collection have sold so far? It's a mystery that only the know.
There is no truth to the rumor that Lee Raymond is going to run for the supervisor's seat this year. The Prince de Lune has become one of the largest enterprises in the city, and it is now under the control of the city councilmen. Congratulations to the 16th Amendment for a wonderful performance, especially at the Headquaters. There were people there from all over, and of course the galleries. The "Glee" was there singing in the front, and the "Fourth Street" was singing in the rear. The "Fourth Street" is the new tenants at Le Diablo, and one Michael got up and sang "Happy Birthday..." to the audience. Doesn't he dare! How would you know? There is no truth to the rumor that "22" years Friday has been fired from the B. T. chic! No, no, no, no. The May Men Around Town Award went to George Badger and John of Caroly Enterprises; they have been making a new big name for themselves in the city, and it is now under the control of the city councilmen. Molinair...Renee...Horanzy oh yes they did...it's ballot box...remember Molinair...Renee and Horanzy...the house is becoming the in place to eat. The price is affordable and the meat tender at the Hob Nob who are having an anti-Christ time of things on the weekends. Success sometimes goes to the heads! Now they can't handle older men!...guess we'll have to call him "Castro Sally" now! And while in a leather mind... it has been learned that Douglas Dean Goodman review in this issue (see page 7) of their play, "Power Lines". But this is what happened: the 23 year old is doing a lot more to offer than a simple "inedible" act. Sally....he has moved up in the world...up on 15th Street in the Meanwhile, Dixon, oft referred to as Polk Street succeeds...he's the handsome one above. Would one have expected "good taste" from you??? Not "camp" Herr Short, but then, after some other of us...he's the current publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to by the "COSMETICS&FRIENDS Open Everyday 6 a.m. -10 p.m. 208 EDDY Street and another that he was that. He appears to be a sort too bad by Bill Beu-mellions publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to be the new bartender at the "Seafood" lately. Oh Randy, you are the look out for a "meanest men around town" award for this month. No, no, no...he moved south of Market now! That is kinky!!! And while in a leather mind... it has been learned that Douglas Dean Goodman review in this issue (see page 7) of their play, "Power Lines". But this is what happened: the 23 year old is doing a lot more to offer than a simple "inedible" act. Sally....he has moved up in the world...up on 15th Street in the Meanwhile, Dixon, oft referred to as Polk Street succeeds...he's the handsome one above. Would one have expected "good taste" from you??? Not "camp" Herr Short, but then, after some other of us...he's the current publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to be the new bartender at the "Seafood" lately. Oh Randy, you are the look out for a "meanest men around town" award for this month. No, no, no...he moved south of Market now! That is kinky!!! And while in a leather mind... it has been learned that Douglas Dean Goodman review in this issue (see page 7) of their play, "Power Lines". But this is what happened: the 23 year old is doing a lot more to offer than a simple "inedible" act. Sally....he has moved up in the world...up on 15th Street in the Meanwhile, Dixon, oft referred to as Polk Street succeeds...he's the handsome one above. Would one have expected "good taste" from you??? Not "camp" Herr Short, but then, after some other of us...he's the current publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to be the new bartender at the "Seafood" lately. Oh Randy, you are the look out for a "meanest men around town" award for this month. No, no, no...he moved south of Market now! That is kinky!!! And while in a leather mind... it has been learned that Douglas Dean Goodman review in this issue (see page 7) of their play, "Power Lines". But this is what happened: the 23 year old is doing a lot more to offer than a simple "inedible" act. Sally....he has moved up in the world...up on 15th Street in the Meanwhile, Dixon, oft referred to as Polk Street succeeds...he's the handsome one above. Would one have expected "good taste" from you??? Not "camp" Herr Short, but then, after some other of us...he's the current publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to be the new bartender at the "Seafood" lately. Oh Randy, you are the look out for a "meanest men around town" award for this month. No, no, no...he moved south of Market now! That is kinky!!! And while in a leather mind... it has been learned that Douglas Dean Goodman review in this issue (see page 7) of their play, "Power Lines". But this is what happened: the 23 year old is doing a lot more to offer than a simple "inedible" act. Sally....he has moved up in the world...up on 15th Street in the Meanwhile, Dixon, oft referred to as Polk Street succeeds...he's the handsome one above. Would one have expected "good taste" from you??? Not "camp" Herr Short, but then, after some other of us...he's the current publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to be the new bartender at the "Seafood" lately. Oh Randy, you are the look out for a "meanest men around town" award for this month. No, no, no...he moved south of Market now! That is kinky!!! And while in a leather mind... it has been learned that Douglas Dean Goodman review in this issue (see page 7) of their play, "Power Lines". But this is what happened: the 23 year old is doing a lot more to offer than a simple "inedible" act. Sally....he has moved up in the world...up on 15th Street in the Meanwhile, Dixon, oft referred to as Polk Street succeeds...he's the handsome one above. Would one have expected "good taste" from you??? Not "camp" Herr Short, but then, after some other of us...he's the current publisher of the Sentinel! Likes to be the new bartender at the "Seafood" lately. Oh Randy, you are the look out for a "meanest men around town" award for this month. No, no, no...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...he moved south of Market now! That is crunchy!!...
Polkstrasse said that his lover John went on a trip to your grand canyon! So why did you spend the night of November 4th Vote NO on N! Be able to vote for 11 Supervisors rather than 1...after all, this way we can elect more gay supervisors! Is still working nights at the City Book porn shop...again! And they won't hire Harry Schueller has left and is heading up Northern Station ibade. But guys! He re ""r's"" a man John Burton and I'll tie guys at the New Maid too!

Ferris Leyman! Welcome back from your trip to Mississippi! And Joe-Boy had to spend the trip in London (see the theatre papers)! According to sources. Graham was by the District Attorney for telephone fraud. Robert "Bobby" Graham, 21 year old student working as a "maaaeur-model." Young blonde masseur, 5' 10", 150 Ibs. ""made it"" the other night at Buena Vista Park! Cristal or not see them at anydme...2, 3 rumor by the jealous White Swans! Dick Nelson says that on the day Dianne met with the mayor has power now, just you wait...she will be a real Miz Bitch then....so do insiders....for assistance 885-1001

We are just about of space this late, and we do remind you that in addition to Halloween events, you still have some time to see the Endup's Jockey at 7 PM on November 13th. Remember that the next time you see a pretty man, remember that the next time you see a pretty man, that's your cue to approach him and ask him out! Love ya! !-30-

Young blonde masseur, sexy and hot! In or Out. Will travel. Every other Sunday afternoon you can win either $100, $50 or $25 with your dancing body in the Endup's Jockey Shorts Dance Contest at 7 PM. Call the Endup for dates, 495-9550. Clean and easy fun way to make $55
WILLIAM HIGGINS' HOTTEST FILM EVER!

REAR DELIVERIES

starring

LEE MARLIN
SHAUN VICTORS

RICK LINDLEY  DERRICK STANTON
GUY de SILVA  GREG DALE
ROD CANYON  BENJAMIN BARKER
MARC ERICSON  ROB STEVENS

the rob hill cinema
729 bush st.  tele 781-9468